
ZEISS PiWeb
Transform quality data into meaningful results



Highlights

• Simple visualization of big data
• Data analysis: simple filtering, sorting and grouping of data
• Create powerful statistics and trend analysis
• Ready-to-use and customizable report templates
• Active data monitoring through notifications

The quality data management software 
ZEISS PiWeb helps to connect metrology 
results coming from different measuring 
technologies to shop floor decisions.
The solution enables you to carry out  
reporting and statistical analyses and thus 
efficiently track your production quality – 
even when it comes to big data.

ZEISS PiWeb 
Making truly  
informed decisions



Your Benefits with  
ZEISS PiWeb

Technology-independent
No matter which device you use – ZEISS PiWeb is able to collect and  

analyze results from tactile, optical, manual or CT measurements.

Easy navigation of data
Intuitive handling and drag & drop functionalities allow you  

to quickly and easily navigate to the exact result you need.

Scalable
Configure ZEISS PiWeb according to your needs. Benefit from powerful  

reporting tools and add new machines or modules at any time. 

Immediate results
Easily integrate ZEISS PiWeb into your existing IT structure.  

The first results are visible in practically no time.



Data analysis

Data analysis
Analyze your data quickly and  
easily with ZEISS PiWeb.

Easily group data 
Group data based on available quality data  
characteristics in no time.

Quickly sort data
Use limitless possibilities to sort quality data  
according to what you need to know.

Dynamically filter data 
Interpreting big data requires efficient filtering. 
Apply multiple filters to answer ever-changing 
questions arising in production.

Active quality notifications
Receive notifications via email or desktop to  
know immediately when characteristics exceed  
the tolerances.

Making Sense of Your Data 
Powerful StatisticsCustom Reporting Interactive Reports

https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/products/software/piweb/piweb-data-analysis.html


Custom reporting
ZEISS PiWeb is highly flexible and  
customizable, enabling you to attain  
the best results. Create your own reports 
according to your needs and wishes.

Manual data entry 
Digitize manual processes flexibly. Create,  
approve or block measurements, link CAD  
models and ballooned drawings to your reports 
and easily create mandatory input fields.

Automate form population
Open the required report template and combine 
data from multiple measurements of any  
device. Create and modify your own templates  
to adjust them to your processes.

Measurement tables 
Create custom measurement tables to fit your 
application. Automatic updates show you  
which measurements may need attention and 
help you to keep everyone up to date.

It’s not just about the numbers 
Integrate 3D surface or flush and gap analyses, 
form plots, section views, images or internal  
defect analyses from CT scans into your reports.

Making Sense of Your Data 
Powerful StatisticsCustom Reporting Interactive ReportsCustom reporting

https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/products/software/piweb/piweb-custom-reporting.html


Powerful statistics
ZEISS PiWeb supports you in any kind of statistics that 
helps tracking your production quality – regardless of 
whether you need to provide information about the  
quality of your measurements or your production processes.

GR&R studies 
Perform GR&R Studies Type I, II, III ARM  
and *ANOVA with tactile, optical or manual  
measurement data.

Control charts
Evaluate process data with built-in plots  
for x̅, S (standard deviation) & R (range).

Capability studies 
Carry out a wide range of capability studies  
such as Cm, Cmk, Cp, Cpk, Po, Pok etc. 

More tools 
Create reports that incorporate a variety of other 
tools such as box plots, trend lines or bar charts.
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https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/products/software/piweb/piweb-powerful-statistics.html


Interactive reports 
Find relevant information intuitively  
and easily with interactive reports. 

Drill-down reports 
Break quality data down to the smallest detail – 
from high-level production KPIs to a single  
measurement value.

Statistic dashboards
Create a statistical dashboard that applies  
to some or even all parts of your production  
process. This helps you to speed up your  
evaluation process even more.

Interactive CAD 
Directly integrate CAD models into a report.  
They are interactive, making it easy for users to 
quickly connect quality results to their parts.

Interactive reports in production
Interactive reports connect quality management to 
production. Directly integrate ballooned drawings  
with measurement results into your reports.

Making Sense of Your Data 
Powerful StatisticsCustom Reporting Interactive ReportsInteractive reports

https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/products/software/piweb/piweb-interactive-reports.html


ZEISS PiWeb Server
The center of everything. The server module 
not only coordinates the communication  
between modules and database but also hosts 
an open API and controls access to data.

ZEISS PiWeb Monitor
The visualization module for reports. Let 
interactive reports come to life, view your 
reports and click through the data. Display 
process-relevant data in real-time production.

ZEISS PiWeb Auto Importer
You need to import data from third-party 
devices? This module supports formats like 
DMIS, QDAS or FARO.

ZEISS PiWeb Planner
The planner module is all about administration: 
Manage quality data, measurements, user 
access rights or database configurations. 
Create and manage your test plans or define 
rules for data retention.

ZEISS PiWeb Designer
This module enables the creation of reports 
and elements like tables or custom forms. 
Integrate CAD models and preset filters  
effortlessly or define parts that the Monitor 
user will see when opening the report.

ZEISS PiWeb Notifications
This desktop module or email service sends 
notifications based on user-defined rules, 
e. g. measurement statuses or values outside 
the tolerances. This way, everyone remains 
informed.

Various Modules 
for Various Tasks 

ZEISS PiWeb is composed of various 
modules that can be used depending 
on the task. This makes the software 
flexible and individually configurable. 



What Our Customers 
Have to Say 

Bosch
Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH uses PiWeb to edit measurement  
values for machine operators in their steering-nut production. 
With ZEISS PiWeb, they benefit from
• Interconnection between measuring room and production: more transparency 

for machine operators
• Optimization of the production process: software suggests correction values
• Trend recognition

Olympus
The Olympus Surgical Technologies Europe quality lab performs a total of 6,000 inspections 
per year. To meet the regulatory requirements in the medical technology industry, they rely 
on ZEISS PiWeb for
• Fully digital data management 
• Increasing both data and process security 
• Up-to-date measurement reports and high-quality data at all times

“Ever since we started 
using ZEISS PiWeb, 
production runs more 
quietly, and the pro-
duction process has 
become more stable.”

“With ZEISS PiWeb, 
our inspectors are 
able to achieve a con-
sistently high perfor-
mance level, which is 
ultimately reflected in 
a higher quality of the 
measurement data.”

https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/knowledge/customer-stories/olympus-integrated-digital-workflow-for-thousands-of-individual-inspections/integrated-digital-workflow-for-thousands-of-individual-inspections.html
https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/knowledge/customer-stories/bosch-connects-measuring-lab-with-production.html


Get Started Now  
with the flexible  
ZEISS PiWeb solutions

Configure ZEISS PiWeb according to your needs  
depending on your applications and challenges.

https://www.zeiss.com/metrology/products/software/piweb.html
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